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We are on unceded Chitamacha land. For thousands of years it has been the traditional land of the Chitamacha. Today, this meeting place remains home to many Indigenous people and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.

(Text source: University of Toronto, via Patty Winsa, “Are Indigenous Acknowledgements a Step Forward or an Empty Gesture?,” The Toronto Star, December 27, 2017.)
WALKING EAGLE NEWS

The foremost leader in the world of Indigenous journalism
Land acknowledgement malfunctions, causing land to be briefly returned to First Nations

Walking Eagle News, 12/19/17
Executive utters touching territorial acknowledgment before flipping switch on new fracking operation

DECEMBER 4, 2017

Walking Eagle News, 12/4/17
Canadians react with horror, disgust to same thing that happened to Indigenous kids here not that long ago
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Walking Eagle News, 6/18/18